
Name: ____________________________________________

Changing the Adjectives
To complete each sentence, add -er, -est, more or most to the adjective in 
parenthesis.

Examples: Henry was taller than Francis.  (tall)

Today was more pleasant than yesterday.  (pleasant)

 

   1.   A steak knife is ______________________ than a butter knife.  (sharp)

   2. David is the _______________________ player on the team.  (fast)

   3. My drawing is _______________________ than yours.  (colorful)

   4. I think the book we read today is _____________________ than the 
one we read yesterday.  (interesting)

   5. Katie's _____________________ brother colored on the walls.

(young)

   6. This week's temperatures are _____________________ than last 

week's.  (warm)

   7. That was the ______________________ test I've ever taken.  (difficult)

   8. Isn't he the _____________________ little boy you've ever met?  (nice)

   9. That was a much _________________________ homework assignment.

(challenging)

   10.  Do you think a snake is _____________________ than an owl?  (slow)

   11. Robert's arms are _____________________ than John's.  (long)

   12. Joe has the _____________________ feet of anyone in his family.  (big)
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Name: ____________________________________________

Changing the Adjectives
To complete each sentence, add -er, -est, more or most to the adjective in 
parenthesis.

Examples: Henry was taller than Francis.  (tall)

Today was more pleasant than yesterday.  (pleasant)

 

   1.   A steak knife is sharper than a butter knife.  (sharp)

   2. David is the fastest player on the team.  (fast)

   3. My drawing is more colorful than yours.  (colorful)

   4. I think the book we read today is more interesting than the one we 

read yesterday.  (interesting)

   5. Katie's younger (also accept youngest) brother colored on the walls.

(young)

   6. This week's temperatures are warmer than last week's.  (warm)

   7. That was the most difficult test I've ever taken.  (difficult)

   8. Isn't he the nicest little boy you've ever met?  (nice)

   9. That was a much more challenging homework assignment.

(challenging)

   10.  Do you think a snake is slower than an owl?  (slow)

   11. Robert's arms are longer than John's.  (long)

   12. Joe has the biggest feet of anyone in his family.  (big)
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